Multi-layer Compression: Comparison of Four Different Four-layer Bandage Systems Applied to the Leg
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Objective. To compare performance of four commercial four-layer bandage systems when applied to the leg.

Methods. Four experienced bandagers applied each system: [Profore Regular (Smith and Nephew); Ultra-Four (Robinson); System 4 (Seton) and K Four (Parema)] to the same leg. Bandages were applied as single layers and as completed systems using standard techniques. For each application, 18 pressure measurements were taken using the Borgnis Medical Stocking Tester (MST) at three measuring points (ankle, gaiter and mid-calf) on medial and lateral aspects in three postures: (horizontal, standing and sitting).

Results. In all 2304 observations were made, 576 for each bandager, 576 for each bandaging system, 768 for each measuring point, 1152 for each aspect and 768 for each posture. The increase in pressure produced by each additional layer was 65–75% of the pressure of the same bandage when used as a single layer. There were significant differences in the final pressures achieved by the bandagers (means: 45–54 mmHg, p = 0.001) and between bandage systems (means: System 4: 46 mmHg, Profore: 47 mmHg, K Four: 52 mmHg, Ultra-Four: 54 mmHg; p = 0.005). The relationships between the final pressures achieved at each of the three measuring points, the three postures and the two aspects were not consistent among the bandage systems (p > 0.01).

Conclusions. When a bandage is applied as part of a multi-layered system it exerts approximately 70% of the pressure exerted when applied alone, thus challenging the commonly-held assumption that the final pressure achieved by a multi-layer bandaging system is the sum of the pressures exerted by each individual layer. Each of the four bandaging systems exerted different final pressures and gradients and different changes with posture change. These differences have important implications, which could influence the selection (or avoidance) of a particular bandage system according to a patient’s condition and circumstances.
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Introduction

The four layer bandaging system has been shown to produce satisfactory healing rates in chronic leg ulcers.1,2 A number of alternative four layer bandage systems are commercially available and whilst they generally have similar properties it is unclear whether the overall pressures and pressure profiles obtained are the same. There have been several recent clinical trials involving multi-layered bandaging3–7 but few laboratory studies8–10.

Many factors can influence the pressure obtained, for example, type and make of bandage, experience of the bandager, pressure measuring device and patient characteristics. Laboratory studies can be designed to reduce some of the sources of variability. In a series of experiments we initially compared three different pressure measuring devices.11 Next we analysed data when four commercially available four-layer bandaging systems were applied on models.12 We now compare the same bandaging systems when applied on the leg.

Materials and Methods

Bandages

The bandage systems chosen for the study were Profore Regular for ankle circumference 18–25 cm (Smith and Nephew), Ultra-Four (Robinson), System 4 (Seton) and K Four (Parema).
The four-layer system consists of a single layer of orthopaedic wool applied in a spiral from toe to knee, followed by a crepe bandage applied in a spiral, an elastic long stretch bandage applied by the figure of eight method and finally a cohesive bandage applied in a spiral. All bandages were applied in a standard fashion as recommended by the supplier. They were applied by four experienced bandagers (three nurses and one surgeon). A mirror was placed behind the leg to ensure accurate bandage placement and a 50% overlap throughout.

**Measurements**

There was one subject, a healthy, female volunteer. Her left leg was used in all experiments: ankle circumference 23.5 cm; mid-calf 40.0 cm. Pressure measurements were standardized throughout. Recordings were taken immediately after application, by means of the Borgnis Medical Stocking Tester (MST)\(^1\)—at six points on the leg, namely the ankle (2.5 cm above the malleoli), the gaiter area (8 cm higher) and the mid-calf (11 cm higher) on both the medial and the lateral aspects for each of three different postures. This gave a total of 18 pressure measurements for each bandage application.

**Postures**

The three postures were: (i) standing with weight equally distributed on both legs; (ii) sitting with feet on the floor and knees at right angles; and (iii) horizontal with the subject lying on a bed with head and shoulders supported on pillows.

**Application methods**

To measure cumulative pressures, the bandages were applied and the 18 pressure readings were taken after each layer was completed. To measure individual pressures from the outer layers, fresh bandages were applied directly to the skin and the pressures recorded for each bandage separately. Each bandage was removed before the next one was applied. This enabled the cumulative bandage pressures to be compared with single layer bandage pressures.

**Statistics**

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine the effect of the various factors. It was not expected that the 18 observations relating to the three measuring points, two aspects and three postures would be independent. These factors, together with the bandage system by bandager interaction, were entered into the model as random effects to generate a covariance structure of the form we expected.
Results

A total of 2304 observations were made, generating 576 for each bandager, 576 for each bandage system, 1152 for cumulative layers only, 1152 for single layers only, 576 for each layer, 768 for each posture, 768 for each measuring point and 1152 for each aspect.

Differences in pressure between single and cumulative layers

One way to compare the pressures between cumulative and single layers is to calculate the difference in pressure obtained from applying the bandage cumulatively and the pressure obtained when the same bandage was applied alone, and perform a paired t-test. The first two layers have been described as providing protection rather than adding pressure, but we found that the pressure obtained after the third long stretch elastic layer was significantly higher than the pressure obtained by the third layer in isolation (mean difference 7.9 mmHg, 95% CI: 7.0–8.7). This indicates that the protective layers also contribute to the total pressure of the system.

Another way to examine the pressure between single and cumulative layers is to consider the increase in pressure generated by the most recent layer. This can be expressed as the percentage of the single layer pressure when used alone. When applied as part of a multi-layered system, each layer only adds—on average—approximately 70% of the pressure achieved by the same bandage applied alone (Table 1).

Using ANOVA as described in the methods, we find that there is no significant difference in the percentage of single layer pressure which is added to the cumulative layer among bandage systems ($p = 0.14$), bandagers ($p = 0.57$) or among the three final layers ($p = 0.38$). Thus, we have shown that a relatively consistent relationship exists between the single and cumulative layers with approximately 70% of the single layer pressure being added to the cumulative pressure.

Although the differences are not statistically significant ($p = 0.14$), we note that a lower percentage of single layer pressure is added to the cumulative pressure when the System 4 bandage system is compared to the other three bandage systems (Table 2).

The completed four layer systems

Table 3 shows the pressures under the four layer systems and the percentage change in pressure between the ankle and mid-calf. For clarity of
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Table 2. Least square means for increase in cumulative pressure as a percentage of each individual layer pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Percentage of individual layer pressure added to cumulative layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Least square mean</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandage system</td>
<td>K Four</td>
<td>74.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profore</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System 4</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ultra-Four</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandager</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>76.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer*</td>
<td>Second: crepe</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Third: long stretch</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fourth: cohesive</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentages differ slightly from the raw data quoted in Table 1 as measuring points, aspects, postures and the bandage system by bandager interaction are entered into the model as random effects.

presentation these are restricted to the standing and horizontal postures and the medial aspect of the leg which is the most common site for ulceration.

Using ANOVA as previously described, a significant difference in the final pressure was observed among bandage systems ($p = 0.005$) and among bandagers ($p < 0.001$).

The least square means for these main effects are given in Table 4. The final pressures differed among the measuring points and postures and between the medial and lateral aspects depending on the bandage system. The difference in pressure between the medial and lateral aspects ranged from 1.6 mmHg on the Profore to 6.3 mmHg on the Ultra-Four, with higher pressures on the lateral aspect for all four bandaging systems. The changes in pressures with changes in posture were similar for K Four and Ultra-Four and similar for Profore and System 4. The former two bandage systems had a larger change of mean pressure with the change from horizontal to standing (15 mmHg versus 10 mmHg). The mean pressures at each measuring point for each bandage system are given in Fig. 2. On average, there is a satisfactory gradient between the ankle and the gaiter for the K Four and Profore. However, it can be seen from Table 3 that this is not the case over all bandage systems, postures, bandagers and aspects.

**Discussion**

The four four-layer bandaging systems chosen for study are widely marketed in the UK and elsewhere. This experiment showed that these different systems produced differences in the pressures and gradients. This occurred despite careful experimental design in that fresh bandages were used for every application; the MST pressure monitor was chosen as the most
consistent on the basis of previous experiments, maximum standardization was achieved by ensuring that each of four experienced bandagers applied standard bandaging techniques on the same leg, with a total of 2304 observations. These differences between bandaging systems are potentially important in that they may give rise to differences in both benefits and risks according to clinical circumstances. They also have training implications.

It is conventional teaching and clinical practice, albeit founded on a modest evidence base, that both bandaging and hosiery should deliver a continuous gradient of pressure maximal at the ankle and diminishing up the limb. In all cases in this study, in the hands of experienced bandagers, there were lower pressures at mid-calf than at the ankle. However, this did not always take the form of a continuous gradient, with gaiter pressures intermediate between the lower and upper pressures. The most favourable continuous gradients were produced with Profore, whereas the other three systems showed reversed gradient effects in that the mean pressure was higher at the gaiter than at mid-calf in around one in three cases. Such a profile could have deleterious effects on ulcer healing. Also, in our experience, this type of ‘tourniquet’ effect gives rise to patient discomfort and bandage intolerance. This leads to poor patient compliance with compression therapy, a common clinical problem.

Venous ulcers most commonly occur on the medial aspect of the lower leg. Whether pressure measurements should be taken on the medial or lateral side is a subject for debate. Overall, pressures were greater on the lateral aspect compared to the medial aspect with differences among the four bandaging systems. There was more evidence of a reversed gradient on the medial aspect than the lateral aspect. This was more pronounced whilst sitting or standing than when the leg was horizontal. These differences can be attributed to anatomical differences of curvature, tissue texture and muscle movement with posture. We consider that
valid measurements can be made from either side of the leg, but the above observations should be borne in
mind.

We have previously presented data on four layer systems applied to static models (cylinders and cones). We observed that when an individual bandage was applied as part of a multi-layered system, it exerted approximately 70% of the pressure exerted when applied alone. 

Table 1 shows the corresponding differences in postural changes in pressures observed, on the leg. It was considered important to examine the response of the bandaging systems to changes in posture. It is well known that compression systems of low elasticity (short or non-stretch) give rise to low pressures when the leg is horizontal or elevated but high pressures on standing. Compression systems with high elasticity (long stretch) deliver high pressures in both positions. There are therefore clinical advantages for both types of compression depending on the clinical circumstances. Systems with lower elasticity are generally agreed to confer larger safety margins for patients who have arterial or neurological impairment.

Given the damping effect of the multi-layer system on pressures and that the four systems are made up of combinations of different short and long stretch bandages, it is difficult to predict the effect of the system on change in posture.

In this study each system showed significant changes in mean pressure with changes in posture. On the elevated leg K Four and Ultra-Four produced pressures around 45 mmHg rising to around 60 mmHg on standing. Profore and System 4 produced pressures around 40 mmHg rising to around 50 mmHg. Pressures in the sitting position showed intermediate values in all systems. On the basis of the differences in postural changes in pressures observed, one could infer that K Four and Ultra-Four have higher overall elasticity than Profore and System 4.

We have shown that all four-layer bandage systems are not the same, and the professionals who provide care for venous disease should be aware of these differences.
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